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learnings > Activative’s World Cup report is rich with activation 
analysis, strategic insights and creative trends, but the real value lies in 
what sponsorship professionals (brand marketers, rights owners and 
agencies) can learn from Brazil 2014. This section presents our top 14 
actionable and directional tournament takeaways.

trends > As the world’s greatest partnership property, the World Cup 
is both a shop window for the best in contemporary activation and 
also a platform for truly innovative creative. Activative explores 14 
stand out trends from Brazil 2014 - drawn from notable work across  
the property owner, partner/sponsor and ambusher spectrum.

FiFa - property owner Campaigns > In the past, property owners 
have largely restricted themselves to low key activations in order to 
avoid crowding the very space they are offering to sponsors. But 
increasingly, powerful owners (such as FIFA and the NFL) are running 
bolder campaigns to establish new platforms and to own new spaces.

FiFa partners - tier one > Top tier FIFA partners are amongst the 
biggest beasts in the sponsorship space. These six global giants are 
rumoured to have spent around $730m in collective global rights fees 
for all FIFA events. Little surprise they invested similarly staggering 
sums on parallel global/local, multi-channel World Cup activation.

World Cup sponsors - tier two > With a total spend of $500m for 
World/Confederations Cup rights, this group of nine are a mixed 
bunch: from international sponsorship heavyweights (McDonald’s 
and Budweiser), to more ‘unlikley’ World Cup sponsors (Moy Park and 
Yingli). At Brazil 2014 they ran very different strategies and activations.

national supporters - tier three > This group splits into three 
subsets (host country consumer brands, tournament-related service 
providers and cause-led organisations) and therefore their objectives 
and activations also largely split three ways: from classic consumer ad 
work, to B2B relationship initiatives and participatory programmes..

ambush & guerrila - a snapshot > It seems everyone leverages the 
World Cup these days, so it is impossible to track and analyse all the 
ambush activity from Brazil 2014. So this section showcases some 
of the biggest blockbusters, the cleverest campaigns, cutting edge 
creative and work from direct competitiors of official FIFA sponsors.
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Activative’s review of Brazil 2014’s wonderful World 

Cup is rich with FIFA sponsor strategies and partner 

statistics, it is packed with activation and advertising 

analysis and full of football marketing facts, but what 

really counts about this assesment and audit of the 

tournament is what marketers can actually learn.

After all, as the world’s top partnership property it is 

the sponsorship industry’s biggest learning opportunity. 

Brazil 2014, the earth’s most watched event, seen by at 

least 66% of the planet’s population, is a great shop win-

dow for much of sponsorship’s biggest and best work.

It broke media records left, right and centre: it was the 

biggest TV viewing event of all time, it generated the most 

live streams in history, it drove a record number of tweets 

per minute, it was the topic of the most Facebook interac-

tions on record and racked up more YouTube views than 

any previous event.  The list goes on and on...

In fact, with record statistics across so many channels, 

LeARNINgS

the World Cup is no longer a marketing platform simply 

for sponsors, or even just for brand activation. All types of 

bodies and organisations now leverage it too. As well as 

official partners and commercial ambushers, 2014 saw ev-

eryone from governments and religions, armies and po-

lice forces, charities, not-for-profits, celebrities and citizens 

engage and communicatye around the event.

While some focused on  emotional storytelling, others 

worked on making dreams come true, peacemakers used 

it to try and disarm guerrillas, activists to start civil unrest, 

celebrities to court popularity and fans to support, share, 

boast or just be heard.

Some stuck to classic strategies, old schools tactics and 

advertising, many more were innovative, fresh and brave.

While old and new approaches can both bring success, 

everyone leveraging Brazil 2014 had to work harder than 

ever before to stand out from the crowd and to cut through 

the overwhelming noise of the world’s biggest event.
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2: Be Gracious When Leveraging Loss & With Winning Work >

Two crucial real-time activation events are defeats and 

and victories. These are becoming essential to tourna-

ment engagement - not least because they act as book-

ends for engaging the rawest of consumer emotions.

But whether you win or lose, be gracious! Or suffer the 

consequences of consumer backlash. While marketers of-

ten focus locally/nationally, social media is international. 

Consider the backlash to KLM’s boastful, dismissive air-

port departure sign ‘Adios Amigos!’ tweet after The Dutch 

beat Mexico. After widespread criticism from Mexico and 

beyond, the Dutch airline issued an apology. While Aero-

mexico’s proud, dignified response saw 1000s of retweets.

Learn from Brussels Airlines classy offer of free choco-

lates along with a ‘thanks for the match of a lifetime’ note to 

passengers on US flights after Belgium’s win over USA.

So ‘act local, think global’, or apply Churchill’s advice: ‘In 

War: Resolution, In Defeat: Defiance, In Victory: Magnanimity’. <

LeARNINgS
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TIMeLINe

Hublot ‘One Year 
Countdown Clock’       

13 June 2013

>     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >      >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >      >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >     >      >      >     >     >      >     >     >     >     >
November: ‘Dare To Be Brazilian’

August: 

‘Home’

12 July: ‘Rio16’

13 July: ‘Germany4Ever’

11 July: ‘Finalists Viral’

9 July: ‘App’12 June: ‘Ask Zlatan’ Ep1 31 July: 

‘Gear Up’
March  ‘Magista Boot Launch’

24 May: ‘Messi’s Dream’12 May: ‘BattlePack’ 6 June: ‘House Match’

11 June: ‘The Dugout Live’ Ep1

8/9 July: Semi-Final Spots

Coca-Cola
‘Trophy Tour Starts’       
12 September 2013

Itau ‘World Cup 
Draw Teaser’

19 November 2013

Sony ‘One 
Stadium’ (Draw)’
7 December 2013

Visa ‘Everyone 
Welcome (Draw)’
7 December 2013

McDonald’s ‘Player 
Escort Brazil Launch’

February 2014

Budwesier ‘Rise 
As One - Teaser’
18 February 2014

Brahma ‘Selecao 
Especial Training’
18 February 2014

Emirates ‘All 
Time Greats’

28 March 2014

Coca-Cola ‘One World, 
One Game Brazil’

1 April 2014

Castrol
‘Footkhana’

22 April 2014

MLS ‘‘ItAllStartsHere - 
New Season Kick-Off’

5 March 2014

Pepsi ‘Futbol Now - 
Launch’

2 April 2014

Havaianas
 ‘Our Right Foot’

16 May 2014

McDonald’s
‘Gol!’

20 May 2014

Activia / Shakira  
‘La, La, La’

22 May 2014

FIFA
‘Global Stadium’

29 May 2014

Samsung
 ‘Galaxy 11 - Beginning’

18 December 2013

2 December: ‘Ordem Ball Launch Viral’ 1 April:  ‘Pressure’ 25 April: ‘Winner Stays On/Superfly’

Nike Ambush

May  ‘Show Your Skills’ 9 June: ‘Last  Game’

Burger King
 ‘Free Whopper Fanatic’

12 June 2014

Foca
‘Football Religion’

21 May 2014

Beats ‘Game Before 
The Game’
5 June 2014

Sony ‘Super Song 
Contest Launched’       

November 2013

November: ‘Samba Collection’ 3 December: ‘I Am Brazuca’ Ball Launch February: ‘Fast Or Fail - Messi’ March: ‘Brazuca Around World’

Adidas Activation

FIFA
‘Elements’

7 June 2014
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14 Brazil 2014 Trends
> Top 5s

In recent months ‘trendicles’ and ‘listicles’ themselves 
have become fashionable, so in true BuzzFeed style 
we look at 14 stand-out trends from Brazil 2014 and 
showcase each of them via our Top 5 case studies 
from each trend. Of course, the trends themselves 

aren’t the endpoint, but it the opportunities they 
highlight that are key. This section offers one way to 
get a handle on the World Cup marketing onslaught 

and provides a framework to help understand the 
huge shift in the sponsorship landscape that occured 

around Brazil 2014. These 14 trends not only reflect 
cultural change and temporary fads, but also provide 

an insight into contemporary consumer attitudes, 
supporter expectations and fan behaviours.  

   > 2014’s ‘Must Have’ Marketing Trends

   >  CSR & Cause Cup Campaigns

   > Exit Strategies & Leveraging Loss

   > Manager Marketing Reaches Maturity

   >  Broadcaster Promos & Media Messaging

   > Newsjacking Web Memes

   >  Branded Spaces As Entertainment Destinations

   >  Player Power Promotions & Soccer Star Spots

   > Team Tactics & Country Campaigns

   >  Must Try Harder

   >  Brazil’s Biggest YouTube Blockbusters

   > What Brands Can Learn From Fans

   >  Winning Work
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7Manager Marketing

Manager
Marketing

Advertisers looking for ambassadors with authority, 
luxury brands seeking to add more gravitas and those 
promoting products targeted at mature demographic 

groups are increasingly turning towards football 
managers as alternative ambassadors to the players. 

They can offer considered, in-depth analysis for those 
aiming to engage through added-value content, or 

they can project a more dignified positioning for 
marketers seeking to project a more formal image, 
while they can also often be more believable and 
credible when it comes to pitching more serious/

solumn messages. While they may be less likely to be 
caught in a scandal, they are more likely to be sacked.
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8Manager Marketing > Maturity/gravitas & Mockery/giggles

In a textbook example of a premium brand using a manager 
as an ambassador to add a touch of maturity and gravitas, 
high-end luxury brand and official FIFA timekeeper Hublot 
crafted a limited edition ‘King Power 66 Hodgson’ for its 
World Cup campaign. The failure of the England manager’s 
side meant there was no need for Hublot to make a 2014 
version.

Alternatively, Aldi embraced management failure 
and added a touch of World Cup fun to its ongoing 

‘Like Brands’ campaign by hiring former England 
manager turned football pundit  Graham Taylor 

to revive his infamous ‘ Do I  Not Like That’ remark 
(from the 1994 World Cup qualifiers) in a ‘leading 

brand vs own brand’ cider TV  commercial. 
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9Manager Marketing > Authority & expertise

Jose Mourinho signed up as Yahoo’s global football for the 2014 
Fifa World Cup - a role that saw him offer tournament analysis 

and develop exclusive content on his own Tumblr page. Yahoo’s 
objective was to use his authority, passion and personality to 

drive digital engagement and to create emotional connections 
between the online brand itself and its users’ offline interests.

Leveraging perceived managerial authority, 
US boss Jurgen Klinsman signed/tweeted a 
‘Get Out Of Work’ letter for Americans hoping 
for time off for the USA v Germany match. The 
light-hearted tone belies its serious role in 
further boosting US interest in the World Cup.
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10Manager Marketing > Personal Seal of Approval

Brazil boss Scolari added his own signature of approval to Brahma ‘Selecao Especial’

FIFA partner AB-InBev brand Brahma 
cleverly blends brewing barley 
with Brazilian soccer heritage in 
an authentic campaign leveraging 
its national team sponsorship by 
producing a limited edition Brahma 
Selecao Especial – the beer is made 
from barley grown on the former 
sacred pitches of the famous 
Brazilian national team’s ‘Granja 
Comary training centre.

Brazil manager Luiz Felipe Scolari 
took a personal interest: he 
regularly checked on the growing 
grain by walking in the fields,  he 
fronted the ad campaign (and 
reportedly even fixed the on-site 
cameras which recorded the film 
and images of the barley growing).
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FIFA > Rights Owner 
Activation

Traditionally property owners keep their own 
consumer-facing campaigns to a minimum to avoid 

canibalizing their partnership offerings. But Brazil 
2014 saw FIFA run several campaigns - from its fan 

engagement ‘One Stadium’ initiative, to its  values-led 
‘Elements’ series. The former aimed to build a mass 

market FIFA-owned digital space (adding a new strand 
to FIFA’s inventory which offfered sponsors further 
fan engagement opportunities). The latter saw FIFA 

indirectly address its critics by amplifying its principles 
and cause programmes. There is now a trend for the 

most confident and powerful property owners (eg 
FIFA and NFL) to run their own campaigns and take 

more direct control over new channels and platforms.

   > FIFA ‘Global Stadium’

   >  FIFA ‘Elements’
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FIFA >
Global Stadium

Brazil 2014 saw FIFA, for the first time, launch its 
own multi-channel engagement platform - ‘Global 
Stadium’. Designed as a fan-friendly, international 
space, with localised elements, the objective was 

for the rights owner itself to own the global, central 
social, online and mobile hub for the World Cup and 

it was designed as a space where fans worldwide 
could follow the games live and engage with friends, 

fans, players, coaches and celebrities. By the end of 
the tournament more than 1 billion fans from every 
country in the world had gone through the virtual 

turnstiles - with FIFA’s official World Cup digital 
content generating a staggering 40bn impressions.
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13FIFA > global Stadium

global stadium > FIFA launches its own ‘global 
Stadium’ initiative for Brazil 2014 – a digital hub 
offering minute-by-minute World Cup updates.

The rights owner is encouraging football fans 
to congregate at this online hub – effectively a 
tournament-specific new section on its revamped 
website - at http://www.fifa.com/worldcup/in-
dex.html – which aims to drive social media en-
gagement with FIFA and its property.

FIFA rolled out this central tournament en-
gagement platform on the last day of May and 
has begun to use the twin hashtags #WorldCup 
and #Joinin to unify its digital communications 
through the tournament.

World football’s global governing body also 
launched its first ever Instagram account, the so-
cial site’s official World Cup Instagram feed, as 
part of the initiative - see http://instagram.com/
fifaworldcup#.

The global Stadium hub will ‘open’ for all of 
the World Cup’s 64 matches and each game will 
also have its very own ‘global Stadium’ hashtag.

The site will offer users information and con-
tent spanning team news, data and statistics, plus 
it incentivizes engagement by enabling users to 
vote for the man of the match and win the kick-off 
ball used in each game.

‘We aim to provide an all-round digital com-
panion so that billions of fans can join in and share 
their excitement. only the World Cup and digi-
tal can create this worldwide conversation,’ says 
FIFA director of communications and public af-
fairs Walter De gregorio.

Comment > FIFA’s fan reach is already huge – it 
has 280 million Facebook likes and 7 million Twit-
ter followers – and the global Stadium will not 
only connect to existing fans, but also looks set to 
boost these numbers further.

Indeed, its new Instagram account attracted 
40,000-plus followers in its first few days.

However, one might question how comfort-
able sponsor Sony is about this rights holder ini-
tiative – as there are close similarities in copy and 
idea between FIFA’s work and Sony’s own ‘one 
Stadium’ campaign.

The official World Cup partner’s own ‘one 
Stadium Live’ – a  social network curating social 
media content across different languages into the 
most ‘popular, relevant and recent’ tournament 
topics across Twitter, Facebook and google+.

elements > The first week of June saw FIFA also 
launch a new global campaign, ‘elements’ aiming 
to raise awareness about crucial issues in football 
and how it is tackling these challenges.

Led by a series of TV spots which will run on 
official broadcasters around the world during the 
2014 World Cup, elements aims to highlight the 
governing body and World Cup rights owner’s 
commitment to global football development and 
to raise awareness in the fight against discrimina-
tion and match manipulation.

Ironically, considering the current scandal, 
media investigation and public outcry surround-
ing FIFA’s process for awarding the 2022 World 
Cup to Qatar, one of the three commercials ‘Pitch 
Warfare’ focuses Anti-Match Manipulation.

The other ads are ‘Seeds’ (which focuses on 
football development) and the anti-discrimination 
‘Fan of The Match’ spot.

These three central animated spots, which 
come in both 30-second and 15-second versions, 
will be run during the tournament by all FIFA Me-
dia Rights Licensees.

each ‘elements’ ad features simple objects 
from the world of football – from boots, footballs 
and goal nets, to goalkeeper gloves, corner flags 
and referee whistles – as it aims to tell a clear and 
compelling story.

These are created using the #stop motion’ 
animation technique which aims to not only be 
simple, but also to ensure its straightforward, 
non-flashy approach cuts through the often epic 
and cinematic World Cup advertising avalanche.

London-based agency Klein & Sons pro-
duced the elements campaign, working with spe-
cialist Dutch animator Rogier Wieland.

The campaign will be broadcast by FIFA’s 
Media Rights Licensees to television audiences all 
over the globe during the 2014 FIFA World Cup.

FIFA’s Media Rights Licensees allow FIFA to 
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FIFA
Partners

FIFA top tier partners are, unsurprisingly, amongst 
the very biggest and most sophisticated names 

in sponsorship. These six brands are collectively 
estimated to have paid around $730m in 2014 for 
their global rights to all FIFA events. Little wonder 

then that they also invest staggering sums in 
their activation in order to maximise the value 

of those pricy packages. On the surface they 
share a set of strategic similarities: they almost all 
plan meticulously, they all act both globally and 

locally, most activate across multiple channels and 
dovetail their major event work with their ongoing, 
umbrella marketing. All sponsorship professionals 

can learn something valuable from this group. 

   > Adidas ‘All In Or Nothing’

   >  Coca-Cola ‘The World’s Cup’

   > Emirates ‘All Time Greats’

   > Hyundai / Kia ‘Glorious Journey / BecauseFutbol’

   >  Sony ‘One Stadium’

   > Visa ‘Everywhere / Flow Faster’
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The official sports equipment supplier, which first 
sponsored the World Cup in 1970 and has extended 
to 2030,  built its ‘All In Or Nothing’ strategy around 
maintaining its global football category leadership 
in the face of fierce Nike competition. It’s brave ’opt 
in’ approach offered fans an unprecedented depth 
of social content primairly across Tumblr, Twitter, 

Soundcloud and Facebook, while its epic Messi-
fronted ‘The Dream’ spot sat at the heart of a global 
ad campaign which also included a samba music 
and game strand and a chant challenge. It also ran 

parallel activation strands for its Brazuca World 
Cup ball, its BattlePack World Cup product line, plus 

player ambassadors and team partners.

Adidas > All In Or 
Nothing
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16FIFA Partners > Adidas

Adidas cites Brazil 2014 has an outstanding suc-
cess: achieving a record euro 2bn+ football sales, 
it selling a record 14m balls and 8m shirts, solidi-
fying its position as the world’s leading football 
brand despite Nike’s agrressive ambush. being 
the most talked about World Cup brand on so-
cial media, adding a further 5.8m social follow-
ers - plus it partners with all three golden award 
winning players, both finalists and the winners.

The final saw the german sportswear giant 
activative its umbrella ‘All In or Nothing’ mes-
sage by supllying the match ball , kitting out 
the referee and the ballkids, in-stadium boards, 
partnerships with both Argentina and germany, 
player ambassador deals with golden ball and 
golden glove winners Messi and Neuer.

During the tournament, from its ‘Posto adi-
das’ base, the marketing team ran a co-ordinated 
set of planned, anticipated and reactive content 
to drive its fan engagement and conversation. 

Focussing its real-time campaign on share 
of voice and reactive moments, early results 
show adidas earned around 1m Twitter mentions 
of #allin - more than three times as much as any 
other brand during the tournament.

But adidas’ ‘All In or Nothing’ path to win-
ning the World Cup began long before the live 
team began its work?

i am Brazuca > other than tactical, often count-
down-led activations, Adidas’ work really got un-
derway with the 3 december 2013 launch of the 
official ball ‘Brazuca’.

FIFA partner adidas and Nike began a foot-
ball marketing battle in the first week of Decem-
ber as adidas unveiled its Brazuca ball and Nike 
aimed to disrupt the official sponsor’s space with 
a viral launching its own latest ordem ball.

Adidas unveiled the Brazuca at a launch 
event in Rio de Janeiro featuring 3D projection 
light mapping and a gathering of football stars 
and celebrities from around the world (includ-
ing former winning captain Cafu, Dutch legend 
Seedorf and Flamengo forward Hernane).

Adidas’ new ball, , also used the launch party 
to announce it is giving away Brazuca balls to all 

babies born in Brazil on that Tuesday.
Parents of every baby born on the its launch 

day can redeem a Brazuca – an informal Brazil-
ian word often used to describe national pride – 
this weekend by presenting a birth certificate at 
selected locations in all of Brazil’s 12 World Cup 
host cities.

The name itself came after last year’s public 
vote by Brazilian fans

The giveaway spearheads the PR phase of 
a marketing campaign based on the idea that 
every Brazilian is born with a football by his or 
her feet

The new ball is composed of six interlock-
ing symmetrical panels made of a polyurethane 
casing material and features a colourful all-over 
swirl pattern of red, blue, green and black. The 
pattern echoes traditional multicoloured wish 
bracelets often seen on the wrists of Brazilians 
and aims to reflect the fun and energy associ-
ated with Brazilian football.

This theme is also explored in the product’s 
marketing, including the launch TV commercial 
which features young Brazilian playing on the 
beach as well as some of the biggest World Cup 
teams and star players (all of whom are adidas 
partners or brand ambassadors of course).

The TV spot includes the copy ‘Love me or 
Lose me’ and the tweaked adidas hashtag ‘#AllIn 
or nothing’.

The commercial is set to The Kinks track ‘All 
Day and All of The Night’.

The official World Cup ball underwent a rig-
orous two-and-a-half-year testing process with 
input from some of the world’s top players (many 
of whom appeared in the ad) including Messi, 
Schwieinsteiger, Casillas, plus adidas teams such 
as AC Milan, Bayern Munich, Palmeiras and Flu-
minense. 

There is also a innovative 360-degree inter-
active version of the ad, which allows viewers 
to see the world (well the ad’s creative anyway) 
from the ball’s point of view or from that of vari-
ous players.

This version drives consumers to follow the 
ball’s own Twitter feed with the line ‘#See what I 
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17FIFA Partners > Adidas
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FIFA > World Cup 
Sponsors

With an aggregate spend around $500m for 
global World Cup and Confederations Cup rights, 

the second-tier FIFA World Cup sponsors are a 
mixed bunch. From well established international 

titans of the sponsorship industry (Budweiser 
and McDonald’s) and relative newcomers aiming 

to join that elite group (Johnson & Johnson),  
through sub-brands of better known global giants 
(Castrol/BP) and host country heavyweights  (Oi), 

to companies which seem somewhat unlikley 
FIFA sponsors (Moy Park and Yingli). Because of 

the group’s varied nature, members have varying 
objectives and strategies which results in very 

different activations from one another.

   > Budweiser ‘Rise As One’

   >  Castrol ‘Footkhana / Predictor / Correspondent’

   > Continental ‘ContiSoccerWorld’

   > Hublot ‘Hublot Loves Football’

   >  Johnson & Johnson ‘Care Inspires Care’

   > McDonald’s ‘Gol!’

   >  Moy Park ‘Wing Your Way To Brazil’

   >  Oi ‘Campo / Dream Team’

   > Yingli ‘All Under One Sun’
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The official beer brand’s ‘Rise As One’ ad 
campaign and retail promotions largely 

drove fans to its World Cup digital hub which 
acted as a gateaway to a raft of activity that 

included a ‘historic’ (with Fox) and a ‘modern’ 
(with Vice) video series, to its Twitter Card 

#ManOfTheMatch voting initiative, its ‘Paint 
The World’ Facebook app, a community-

focused grassroots programme called 
‘Heroes’, in-store activation and a limited 

edition gold bottle release, plus an on-site 
Bud Hotel in Rio and in-stadium initiatives 

building on its exclusive pouring rights.

Budweiser >
Rise As One
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While official beer Budweiser’s ‘Rise’ campaign spanned global traditional TV, press and 
out-of-home ad executions in tandem with customised local market activations in-store 
and online, rights holder AB-InBev also augmented its Bud work in selected countries with 
promotions for some of its other brands (such as Brahma in Brazil and Harbin in China).

rise as one > Budweiser began rolling out its central Brazil 2014 FIFA World Cup sponsor-
ship campaign in February: ‘Rise As one’ aims to celebrate the moments that unite and 
inspire fans around the world.

The campaign is described by the brand as a ‘holistic creative platform, is fronted by a 
global launch commercial developed in partnership with agency Anomaly.

Filmed in stylish black and white and featuring the brand’s new World Cup limited edi-
tion gold aluminium bottle, the launch spot focuses on football fans around the globe ‘rising 
as one’.

TV and online teasers and trailers for the ‘Rise as one’ campaign leaked out online in 
early March,

The spearhead TV commercial previewed officially on the brand’s web platforms in mid 
March and then aired on network TV from 24 March.

Budweiser is also rolling out an online documentary series co-produced with Vice and 
the ‘Rise As one’ campaign also includes a competition that invites fans themselves to sub-
mit their own stories about their footballing heroes who gone the extra mile ‘for the love of 
the game’.

Consumers uploading their own content to both the campaign’s digital platforms and 
sharing them through their own social networks are entered into the competition to win a 
VIP trip to the 2014 FIFA World Cup in Brazil and to have their own film produced by Bud-
weiser and Vice highlighting their dedication to the sport.

The initiative also includes a further six part documentary airing on FoX Sports origi-
nals focusing on how the beautiful game inspires the world to hope, believe and to ‘Rise As 
one’.

The series trailer ran in early March,
Follow up activation will span fresh TV and out-of-home advertising, plus online, social 

and a set of initiatives to engage fans in-store.
As the campaign rolls out Budweiser will also develop and distribute global broadcast 

and digital FIFA World Cup content through an evolving set of strategic media partnerships.
Digital activity will be hosted at riseasone.budweiser.com and the online and mobile 

work will include a new flagship feature on the Budweiser app (available from 21 March) 
called the ‘Budlocater’.

This will enable users to geo-target their location in order to find the nearest pub sell-
ing Budweiser (along with associated details about whether the establishment has TVs, live 
music or a garden etc).

The app will also enable consumers themselves to ‘like’ and ‘share’ pubs and bars on 
Facebook, while drinking establishment owners can also ‘claim’ a listed pub/bar as theirs 
and provide information about which World Cup games they are showing live.

The brand has also unveiling its new tournament packaging which features the World 
Cup itself in the form of a limited edition aluminium trophy bottle which will be distributed 
across more than 40 countries and  serve as the hub of the brand’s World Cup packaging 
range (which will also include limited edition glass bottles, cans and secondary packaging).
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National
Supporters

With a combined host country rights package 
investment of around $170m , this third tier is 

another group that tends to lack homogeneity. 
From classic host nation consumer brands and 

retailers (Garoto and Centauro), to supporters 
playing more of a service provision role in the 

running of the tournament (Liberty Seguros and 
Apex) and cause focused organisations (WiseUp 
and Football For Hope). So unsurprisingly there 
are few discernable shared trends or common 

patterns that link national supporter activation. 
Their objectives are often very different from one 

another and they often adopt an eclectic or limited 
set of tactics in order to cut through.

   > Apex

   >  Wise Up

   > Centauro ‘#apaixonadospofutebol’

   > Garoto ‘Sonho / Vai’

   >  Itau ‘Transformation / Heartbeat’

   > Liberty Seguros ‘Meu Exemplo’
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In addition to providing various tournament-
related stakeholders with a range of financial 

services, Brazil 2014’s official bank ran a 
deeply integrated, impressively consistent and 

creatively striking consumer campaign that 
stretched from the World Cup Draw to the day 

after the Final. Itau, which is also a long-term 
partner of the Brazilian national team, ran 

energetic, emotional and innovative activation 
ranging from a set of new products to a hi-

tech ball which recorded and collected the 
heartbeats of Brazilian fans from right across 

the nation which was then handed to the 
national team on the eve of the tournament.

Itau > Heartbeat & 
Transformation
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24National Supporters > Itau

won’t be played just in the beautiful stadiums that have been con-
structed, nor just by the 22 selected players, but in each corner of 
the street, and square in Brazil, and by all Brazilians,’ commented 
Africa Co-President and CCo Sergio gordilho.

pulse Ball > World Cup supporter and national team sponsor Itaú 
has activated its Brazilian squad partnership by capturing Brazil-
ian fan heartbeats inside a football.

At the heart of the Brazilian bank’s activation are high-tech 
balls designed specially for the campaign – each one equipped 
with heart monitors. 

So when fans of the host nation’s hold the balls the sensors 
interpret their pulse as sound waves and record it to create and 
collate the heartbeat of the nation.. 

An Itaú Unibanco tour team is criss-crossing the country – vis-
iting World Cup host cities São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Porto Alegre 
and Fortaleza – offering fans the chance to record their collective 
heartbeats.

The sponsor further amplified its support by invited the cur-
rent squad’s families and loved ones, plus an elite group of former 
Brazil legends to all record their hearts beating for Brazil.

The vibrations were stored and transferred to a single ball 
which was delivered to the players on the first day when Brazil 
took on Croatia to kick-off the tournament.

The online teaser alone has racked up more than one million 
YouTube views to date.

The bank is also supporting the initiative through the World 
Cup with print, outdoor, experiential and online work.

A second strand of the bank’s World Cup campaign is its doc-
umentary series focusing on fans own stories about their Brazilian 
footballing passion.

The 10-part programme iwas aired on Itau’s YouTube channel.
each short film is around two or three minutes long and fol-

lows one fan’s passion.

Comment > Itau, Latin America’s biggest bank, is aiming to en-
capsulate the emotional passion of its customers and the Brazilian 
people for its national team into a physical object.

While Itaú has been backing the Brazilian team in various 
guises for more than 20 years now, it became the official national 
team sponsor in 2008.

 The brand’s lengthy commitment to the side sees it align its 
brand, alues and marketing into the national passion for the game.

The brand’s football marketing aims to both bring Brazilians 
closer to their team and also to remind Brazilians that it is a home-
grown bank that supports and champions home-grown talent. <
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25National Supporters > Itau

World Cup draw > Itau, the official bank of the 
FIFA World Cup and of the Brazilian National 
Football Team, rolled out a late 2013 World Cup 
Draw campaign revolving around two matching 
TVCs with different endings.

The spots explore the tension and expecta-
tion that accompany the tournament draw.

Using light-hearted humour, they focus on 
fans from various countries around the world 
hoping, praying and cheering that their country 
doesn’t draw the host nation Brazil

The Brazilian’s bank message is clear – partic-
ipating nations across the globe will want to avoid 
the world’s most powerful football nation (and its 
200 million fans) at all costs.

The matching ads show two different end-
ings: one with fans cheering as they avoid being 
drawn in Brazil’s group and the others looking 
miserable as they go into Brazil’s pot.

The draw recreation for the commerical 
shoot, saw Itau and its agency Africa, run a pro-
duction that involved more than 500 extras (and 
more than 100 advertising professionals – can you 
imagine?). 

The spot rolled out in Brazil in late November 
a week before the 6 December live draw itself.

Comment > earlier in November 2013, Itau signed 
an eight-year extension to its Brazilian Football 
Confederation (CBF) sponsorship.

Further consolidating Latin America’s largest 
bank’s footballing credentials which date back 20 
years in terms of its Brazilian national team part-
nership which first kicked off with sponsorship of 
the TV broadcast of Brazil World Cup qualifiers, 
exhibition matches and games in the Brazil Cup.

Then in october 2008, its role was reinforced 
when Itaú became the official sponsor of Brazil’s 
national team in all its categories.

Then, in April 2009, the bank became the 
first company to sign as a National Supporter of 
the 2014 FIFA World Cup.

After warming up with a multi-platform cam-
paign for the FIFA Confederations Cup Brazil 2013 
– which included a competition encouraging fans 
to dress up in eye-catching styles, as well as more 

traditional advertising and hospitality work, the 
bank is now gearing up for the main event itself.

Itau says its Brazil 2014 activation was de-
signed to include the launch of some new prod-
ucts, massive advertising campaigns, plus cel-
ebrations for fans and customers outside of the 
stadiums in order to ‘expand the experience of 
the World Cup’ to as many Brazilians as possible.

great transformation > Following Itau’s initial 
World Cup Draw design-led poster and print ini-
tiative, its December 2013 pre World Cup cam-
paign continued at the very end of 2013 led by a 
spot called ‘The great Transformation’.

Developed by Agencia Africa, the commer-
cial transforms Brazil into one giant stadium.

The spot’s production team travelled the 
length and breadth of the country on a 20-day 
shoot which focused on nine host cities and in-
cluded many of Brazil’s main tourist attractions.

The film has four variants with special edits 
of different scenes: an extended version at 1 min-
ute and 45 seconds, a 60-second version and two 
30-second cuts.

It is running across national TV, in Brazilian 
cinemas and online.

This campaign aims to show the bank’s belief 
in the power of the fans to change the game, help 
the team and to ensure that the 2014 World Cup 
can change their nation for the better.

‘During the World Cup, we’ll have Brazilian 
fans with energy capable of changing the game 
all around the country.

‘Itau knows that only those that believe and 
take the position of millions of Brazilians can 
cheer, believing that everything will go well,’ said 
Andrea Pinotti Cordeiro, Institutional Marketing 
Director at Itau Unibanco.

‘This campaign is a milestone for our World 
Cup projects. ‘The film represents a belief that we 
want to share with the whole nation: Brazilian fans 
have great power to change things. After filming 
for days and numerous hours of computer edit-
ing, the clip shows our Brazil being transformed 
into a huge field, an immense stadium. It is re-
minding us that this World Cup of all World Cups 
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Ambush & Guerrila 
Snapshot

It is impossible to track all the 1000s of brands 
with no official FIFA ties who leveraged the World 

Cup. Indeed, Brazil 2014 illustrated that it’s not 
just commercial companies that ambush the 

tournament, but also governments (from defence 
departments to police forces), celebrities (from 

Presidents to Popes) and not-for-profits (from 
charities to community bodies). Despite ever tougher 

legislation, less controllable digital media channels 
and uncontrollable consumer ‘headspace’ means 

pretty much everyone wants in on the action.  So this 
is merely a snapshot of some of the best blockbuster 
ambush activity and guerilla campaigns - from fierce 
rivals of official sponsors to SME casual opportunists.

   > Activia ‘Shakira La La La / World Food Programme’

   >  Beats Audi o ‘The Game Before The Game’

   > Foca ‘Futebol Religiao’

   > Gatorade ‘Sweat It, Get It’

   >  Havaianas ‘Romario & Maradona’

   > MLS ‘It All Starts Here’

   >  Nike ‘Risk Everything’

   >  Orangina ‘Anti Foot’

   > Pepsi ‘Futbol Now!’

   >  Samsung ‘Galaxy 11’
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At London 2012 Beats By Dre was the new guerrlila 
on the block, but after Brazil 2014 there is no doubt 

at all that Beats is the real deal when it comes to 
impactful and epic ambush activity. Despite direct 
legal reminders (threats) that aimed to ensure the 

Apple-owned outfit didn’t hijack the World Cup 
the same way that it did the Olympics (and despite 

sponsor Sony issuing players with free headphones), 
it did just that! After all, you can’t legislate ambushers 
out of consumers’ headspace. Beats headphones are 
now the major event ‘unofficial accessory’. Its Brazil 
strategy was different from London 2012 and it took 
a leaf out of Nike’s book on epic cinematic ambush 

films.  Did the Beats ambush film ‘out-Nike’ Nike?

Beats Audio >   The 
Game Before The Game
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A powerful World Cup ambush campaign for 
Beats by Dr Dre based on pre-game player/fan 
rituals and fronted by Brazilian superstar Neymar 
is spearheaded by an epic five minute film called 
‘The game Before the game’.

Developed with agency R/gA New York 
(plus Brewster Parsons and Sword Fight), the 
campaign revolves around pregame preparation 
in the form of player rituals and fan ceremonies 
from good luck charms and prayers, to lucky 
pants and, yes, finding strength in music.

In addition to the Brazilian player face of the 
World Cup, it also features the rituals of fellow 
soccer stars Bacary Sagna, Bastian Schweinstei-
ger, Blaise Matuidi, Cesc Fàbregas, Daniel Stur-
ridge, Chicharito, Jozy Altidore, Luis Suárez, Ma-
rio götze, and Robin van Persie.

There are also further special appearances 
from retired and non-footballing Beats ambas-
sadors such as Neymar’s father, LeBron James, 
Lil Wayne, Nicki Minaj, Rafaella Beckran, Rio Fer-
dinand, Serena Williams, Sydney Leroux, Stuart 
Scott, and Thierry Henry.

Despite its intensity, cinematic sweeper and 
refreshing lack of in-game football footage, the 
creative also includes a welcome dose of humour: 
from a split second orgasm shot, to a British wom-
an’s 1966 tattoo.

The film is directed by photographer-turned-
filmmaker Nabil elderkin, with Danny Hiele work-
ing as director of photography, Beats director of 
marketing omar Johnson was executive director, 
Diallo Marvel was creative director and it is pro-
duced by Ana Julfayan and Justin Benoliel.

Director elderkin, who fittingly made his 
name shooting music videos for stars such as 
Kanye West, Bon Iver and Nicki Minaj, says The 
game Before The game experience was mark-
edly different.

‘A music video is generally shot over one or 
two days, maximum. The artist is confirmed for 
that day, and there’s a narrative planned for the 
shoot. I also can talk with the musicians about the 
videos to make sure we’re on the same page,’ he 
outlines.

‘With the Beats spot, we had to work around 

these athletes’ schedules, which can change daily 
as they have intense schedules during the sea-
son, especially leading up to the World Cup. I also 
hadn’t met them prior to the shoot.’

The film, which was shot and post-produced 
over six weeks, cleverly blends the personal in-
timacy and individually of player and fan rituals 
with sweeping epic shots of the host country and 
Rio itself in setting the scene for the World Cup 
and building anticipation and expectation.

The film’s emotive original music track ‘Jun-
gle’ is by Jamie N Commons & The X Ambas-
sadors, while the original score is by Michael 
einziger and Annmarie Simpson.

The campaign premièred online on 5 June 
and will run on TV in more than nine countries and 
in five different languages.

In addition to the blockbuster central film, 
shorter, cut down versions of the core spot, high-
lighting market-specific star players, will run in 
local markets, while the film work is supported 
by online, on-the-ground and a set of dramatic, 
movie-style campaign posters.

The film drives fans online to the campaign’s 
digital hub at http://www.thegamebeforethe-
game.com.

Music, headphones and song streaming busi-
ness Beats also capitalised on the global hype for 
the World Cup with a major online push.

Part of this saw the Dr Dre fronted brand is 
pushing contextual video content featuring each 
of its 14 football ambassadors through Yahoo’s 
sports portal.

exclusive videos featuring brand ambassa-
dors Neymar, Daniel Sturridge and Luis Suarez 
will appear throughout the site, which the me-
dia owner claims is the biggest sports hub in the 
world. 

Beats then continued to activate through 
certain points in the tournament - particularly 
around key market matches.

For example, for the 4 July game between 
France and germany Beats By Dre launched a 
match-specific spot extending its game Before 
The game ambush for the quarter final clash be-
tween the european heavyweights.

Ambush > Beats
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About Us

The activation of sponsorship rights is now more creatively 
and strategically complex than ever – but the potential rewards 
are far greater too. The challenge for sponsorship marketers is to 
keep up with the most relevant ways of maximising value and to 
keep ahead of the competition.

Activative provides intelligence and insights services that 
help our clients – rights owners, brands, agencies and profession-
al services - stay at the forefront of this evolving landscape. We 
focus on emerging strategies and tactics, original and innova-
tive ideas, future facing media and new technologies across the 
sponsorship community - from sports, music, arts and culture, 
to education, ecology, cause and corporate social responsibility.

our role is to advise, analyse, explore, filter and stimulate 
marketers across the entire space – from traditional sponsor-
ships, to brand tie-ins, strategic collaborations and commercial 
partnerships. Activative provides clients and subscribers with 
trends insights, activation stimulus, creative idea generation, 
competitor/sector analysis and strategic planning. Through our 
interactive trends, reports and showcases, publishing, online 
monitoring source and our research and consultancy we guide 
sponsorship professionals through this changing space.

The old sponsorship model, based on one directional brand-
biased claims, vanilla hospitality, badging brands with logos, eye-
ball metrics, cost per thousand, reach and frequency, is being 
replaced by one based on authenticity, customisation, dialogue, 
interactivity and permissive engagement. Sponsorship is flour-
ishing in this new communications environment as brands seek 
symbiotic passionate platforms around which to build consumer 
conversations.

So Activative looks beyond the sponsorship stalwarts of 
logo rights, arena billboards, shirt sponsorship, celebrity spokes-
people, on-pack ticket promotions and traditional above-the-line 
advertising, and focuses on original ideas and fresh initiatives 
that leverage new technologies and trends, including: ambush 
and guerrilla work, branded content and entertainment, blogs 
and social media, consumer creation and generation, experiential 
and interactive, gaming and video, utilities, word of mouth and 
relationship marketing.

We seek out the unconventional, champion daring ideas and 
analyse breakthrough thinking. The team is committed to inno-
vative thinking. We are not a mouthpiece for the profession, the 
rights holders or the sponsors themselves. The real value in our 
work lies in linking trends and making connections, exploring new 
ideas and identifying original approaches. We offer independent 
research and objective analysis and use this to make directional 
insights and actionable recommendations. <
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Subscribe to Activative before the end of 

December 2015 and enjoy a 25% discount on 12 

months of sponsorship inspiration and analysis.

Your subscription will include both:

> Activative Platform: our quarterly interactive 

magazine & online access to the digital archive

> Activative Source: our 24/7 database resource of 

activation case studies & weekly email newsletters

Visit www.activative.co.uk or email contact@

activative.co.uk for full individual, agency and 

company prices and details. <

Add some Activative insight and intelligence to your thinking for 2015 >

http://www.activative.co.uk
www.activative.co.uk
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